Picasso, Pablo.Femme et enfant
(Marie-Thérèse et Maya). 1938.

MAY
2019
at PCL
May 16 Board of Directors Meeting, 6:00 PM -See p. 3
May 17 Artists’ Public Reception: Metal and/or Threads,
5 - 7:00 PM -See p. 10
May 18 Space Hero Party, 10:00 AM -See p. 6
May 25 WRITING THE NEXT CHAPTER LIBRARY EXPANSION
FUNDRAISER, 5 PM at Anasazi Fields -See p. 5
May 26 LIBRARY CLOSED
Jun 1

Eight Years Across the ‘American Southwest,’
with Dennis Herrick, 2:00 PM -See p. 11

HOURS
10 – 7
10 – 5
10 – 5
10 – 5
1–4

Deena Iman Hashem

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday

To go to our website, click:

www.placitaslibrary.com
Adult Programing
Art Exhibit
Children’s Book News
Christine’s Corner
Kids’ Column
Susanne’s Selections
and more!

11
10
7
2
6
12
t
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Christine Mathias, Library Director

T

his month is a busy one for the library, with the Library Expansion fundraiser
and the kick-off celebration for the children’s summer reading program, in addition to our
monthly art exhibit and another fascinating adult program. Behind the scenes, our Donated
Books team is busy sorting through boxes and boxes of donated books, which we are quite
pleased to have, but it does seem as though all of Placitas has cleaned out their garages at
once. With our County Bond money finally available, I am ordering tons of new materials
that our patrons have been patiently waiting for, and our catalogers are doing a great job
with processing all those books and DVDs to make sure you can find them in the catalog
and on the shelves. Plus, our website is getting a complete makeover (stay tuned!).
As you likely know by now, this library is almost entirely volunteer-run (I am the only
paid employee). If you see a volunteer this month, I encourage you to be extra kind to
them for all their hard work at a time that is a little more stressful than usual. I know I
cannot appreciate them enough for all they do!

She'd teach him nineteen different ways
to spell matriarchy.

― Sherman Alexie, from Ten Little Indians: Stories
Mother, you will persist in fragrances the nectar-scent of carrots, pineapple, pecans
baking in a two-layer cake. I will shorten
my mornings into hours of praise. . .

— Cindy Williams Gutiérrez,
from “The Persistence of Scent”

For details:

http://placitaslibrary.com/how-you-can-help/

White, Charles. Mother & Child. 1953.
Wolff crayon on illustration board. Private.

(excerpt)

— Lola Ridge
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Board of Directors
Meeting
Thursday, May 16
6:00 PM

The governor of New Mexico, Michelle Lujan Grisham, has
signed SB 280. What does that mean for Placitas Community Library? We have received a capital outlay of $350,000 toward our
expansion!
In addition, thanks to a generous $70,000 donation from the
Bumgarners, a $250,000 matching pledge from Nancy Kellum
Rose and Scott Deuel, and donations and pledges from the generous Placitas community, we are now about $200,000 away from
making the expansion a reality!
Our goal is $993,000 (based on the architects’ recent presentation). What can you do to help us through this final push?
We are having a library expansion fundraiser and auction on
Saturday, May 25, 2019. Tickets ($50 each) are available at the
help desk. However, if you are unavailable to attend and still want
to help us “write the next chapter,” please donate what you can by
coming in to the library or by clicking onto our donation page:
http://placitaslibrary.com/how-you-can-help/make-a-donation/
PCL is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit and all donations are tax deductible
to the full extent of the law. You may make a gift through monthly,
quarterly, or annual payments by check, direct deposit, or credit
card. If you prefer, we also have PayPal available. If you cannot donate at this time, please help us get the word out. We have a brochure to share with friends that reviews the history of our great
library and details our expansion plans. Please click onto our link:
http://placitaslibrary.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/LibraryCapital-Campaign-Brochure-rev6.pdf
Thanks for all you do to make the Placitas Community Library a
vibrant educational, cultural, and social community!

Lawrence, Jacob. The Builders. 1947.
Tempera on board. The White House
Historical Association Collection.

The public is welcome. Agendas are posted
on placitaslibrary.com and at the library.

Labor is prior to, and independent of
capital. Capital is only the fruit of
labor, and could never have existed if
labor had not first existed. Labor is the
superior of capital, and deserves
much the higher consideration.

— Abraham Lincoln

The PCL Board of Directors
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May 3: “Color and Texture”
Wild Hearts Gallery Art
Featured Artist: Steve Palmer
Reception: Friday, May 3, 4-7 PM
www.wildheartsgallery-nm.com

Pearl and
tourmaline
necklace
with Saki
silver clasp.

May 11-12: “Placitas Studio Tour”
Various locations
Saturday, May 11, 10 AM - 5 PM and
Sunday, May 12, 10 AM - 5 PM
www.placitasstudiotour.com

Bolo Tie
- Gibson
Nez

Placitas Community Library
Reception: Friday, May 17, 5-7 PM
www.placitaslibrary.com
Las Placitas Presbyterian Church
Featured artists: Robert Benjamin, Erin
DeRossa, Rozanne and Todd Hakala
Reception: Sunday, May 19, 2 PM
www.placitasarts.org

I thought about what
death is, what a loss
is. A sharp pain that
lessens with time,
but can never quite
heal over. A scar.
The idea occurred to
me there on the
site. Take a knife and
cut open the earth,
and with time the
grass would heal it.
— Maya Lin

4

“There
Goes All
My Savings!”
Sculpture
- Roger Evans

"A hero is someone who
has given his or her life
to something bigger
than oneself."
— Joseph
Campbell

For My Brother,
Missing in Action 1943
(excerpt)

Sweet brother, if I do not sleep
My eyes are flowers for your tomb;
And if I cannot eat my bread,
My fasts shall live like willows where you died.
If in the heat I find no water for my thirst,
My thirst shall turn to springs for you, poor traveller.
...The silence of Whose tears shall fall
Like bells upon your alien tomb.
Hear them and come: they call you home.
— Thomas Merton

Van Gogh, Vincent.
Field with Poppies. 1890. Oil on
canvas. Gemeentemuseum Den
Haag, The Hague, Netherlands.

Bronze
Hummingbird
Tile
- Joe Cajero

May 17: “Metal and/or Threads”

May 19: “Placitas Artists Series”

Sun Sculpture
- Stephen
Fehér

Ode in Memory of the American
Volunteers Fallen for France (excerpt)
(To have been read before the statue of Lafayette and
Washington in Paris, on Decoration Day, May 30, 1916.)

II
Be they remembered here with each reviving spring,
Not only that in May, when life is loveliest,
Around Neuville-Saint-Vaast and the disputed crest
Of Vimy, they, superb, unfaltering,
In that fine onslaught that no fire could halt,
Parted impetuous to their first assault;
But that they brought fresh hearts and springlike too
To that high mission, and ’tis meet to strew
With twigs of lilac and spring’s earliest rose
The cenotaph of those
Who in the cause that history most endears
Fell in the sunny morn and flower of their young years.

— Alan Seeger
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YOU’RE INVITED!

a kick-off celebration of our summer
reading program, "A Universe of Stories!”

WHEN: Sat, May 18, 10:00 AM
WHERE: Placitas Community Library
WEAR: An astronaut or space
alien costume!
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Children’s Book News
By Nancy Guist, Children's Collection Coordinator
The Placitas Community Library’s annual Summer Reading Program
will soon be here. This year’s theme is “A Universe of Stories” and so the
programs will revolve around many of the fascinating aspects of SPACE. The kickoff will be a Space Hero Party on
May 18 (please see p. 6). In contemplating space and all it entails, my thoughts went to robots and their profound impact on space exploration such as space landers, rovers and orbiters. But when it comes to children’s
books, we often summon to mind the typical square-headed, two-legged, two-armed robot of fantasy. Such robots are frequently popular characters in many children’s books. Below are three such books not to be missed.

The Wild Robot
By Peter Brown

Suggested ages: 8 - 11 years

Robot Roz first awakens to “life”
seemingly alone on a wild island. However, it isn’t long before she meets other creatures,
all animal inhabitants of Roz’s
new world. At first they perceive
her as a monster and a threat.
Roz, on the other hand, is mystified by everything about
her. Through close observation of the animal
population, she learns the techniques of
survival that leads

to her gradual acceptance by her animal companions.
When Roz comes upon a motherless gosling, a loving bond is created as they eventually see the need
each has of the other. As time passes, Roz becomes an
important and cared-for member of the island’s population.
The story takes a sudden, sometimes violent, turn
with the appearance of other robots on the island,
threatening the tranquil and secure life that Roz has
created for herself. The ending leaves the reader with
uncertainties as to Roz’s future, but also with a glimmer
of hope. Two years after The Wild Robot was published
(2016), a sequel, The Wild Robot Escapes, appeared
(2018), which answers some of those troubling questions.
Peter Brown’s love and knowledge of nature is evident throughout the book in his sensitive descriptions
of the island’s natural world. At the same time, his fascination with robots, as he notes in his afterward,
brought this story to life. Thoughts as to the nature of
artificial intelligence, consciousness, and life interdependence are all food for thought in this popular and
highly acclaimed novel.
CBN, Cont’d.
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Nasīr al- Mulk Mosque in Shiraz, Iran

“Stop acting so small.
You are the universe in ecstatic motion.” ― Rumi

Children’s Book News, cont.
Rabbit & Robot: The Sleepover
By Cece Bell

Suggested ages: 5 - 8 years

A Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor book, this edition of the Rabbit & Robot series is guaranteed to provide a fun reading experience for the early reader. Rabbit, after inviting Robot over for a sleepover, has written a list of entertaining activities that the two friends
can share. But all doesn’t go as planned. It seems veggies aren’t Robot’s favorite pizza
toppings. Nuts and bolts are more to his liking! Then a sleepy, run-down robot brings
their card game to a sudden halt. What to do? And plans to watch TV are temporarily
curbed when rabbit can’t seem to find the remote, though robot brings about a hilarious solution. In the end, it is evident that two friends can enjoy time together and learn from each other even
though their differences are many. Bell’s cartoon drawings add to the situational humor and contribute to this
book being read again and again.
CBN, Cont’d.
Nobody loves me

Weems,
Carrie Mae.
Untitled
(Woman and
daughter
with
makeup).
Part of the
Kitchen
Table Series.
1990. Platinum print.
National
Gallery of
Art, Washington DC.

Oughta Be a Woman

but my mother,
And she could
Be jivin` too.

— B.B. King

Hom, Nancy. Mother and Child.
1978. Silkscreen on paper.

Washing the floors to send you to college
Staying at home so you can feel safe
What do you think is the soul of her knowledge
What do you think that makes her feel safe
Biting her lips and lowering her eyes
To make sure there’s food on the table
What do you think would be her surprise
If the world was as willing as she’s able
Hugging herself in an old kitchen chair
She listens to your hurt and your rage
What do you think she knows of despair
What is the aching of age
The fathers, the children, the brothers
Turn to her and everybody white turns to her
What about her turning around
Alone in the everyday light
There oughta be a woman can break
Down, sit down, break down, sit down
Like everybody else call it quits on Mondays
Blues on Tuesdays, sleep until Sunday
Down, sit down, break down, sit down
A way outa no way is flesh outa flesh
Courage that cries out at night
A way outa no way is flesh outa flesh
Bravery kept outa sight
A way outa no way is too much to ask
Too much of a task for any one woman

— Frank Zappa &
The Mothers of Invention
from “Motherly Love.”
Freak Out, Verve, 1966.

“My husband occasionally changes
diapers and when
people hear that...
[explosion sound!]

Omigod! Confetti
everywhere.
‘I cannot believe
that your husband
changes diapers!
What a doting,
modern father!
Lucky you!’
When my baby
girl was first
born, I would
do skin-on-skin
contact every
day to bond
with her. She s***
on my chest.
Where’s my
confetti at?”

— Ali Wong

— June Jordan
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from “Nobody Loves
Me But My Mother.”
Indianola Mississippi
Seeds. ABC Records,
1971.
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Children’s Book News, cont.
Robo-Sauce
By Adam Rubin
Illustrated by Daniel Slmieri

Suggested Ages:
4-8

The “WARNING” sign - “This Book Turns Into a Robot” - calling out on the bottom right corner of the cover foretells of a
surprising reading experience. The book opens with a young
boy and his dog pictured proudly in their handmade robot outfits. The author then queries the boy as to how
incredible it would be if he could turn into a “giant awesome robot.” If only there was a “magical Robo-Sauce”!
The next page reveals the recipe and then, gulping iridescent orange globs, the boy is transformed into a genuine robot. Craziness ensues conveyed through imaginative pictures and sparse text. And then, as promised, we
are instructed to pull out a multifolded page and, following directions, we hold a “Robo-Book” in its shiny, silver
cover and the end of the story is revealed! A unique, creative take on robots!

Picasso, Pablo. Maternité,
Femme et enfant. 1965. Lithograph.

“It’s my fault she is
this way. I wanted my
children to have the
best combination:
American circumstances and Chinese
character. How could I
know these two things
do not mix?”

― Amy Tan
from The
Joy Luck
Club

My dad's from that generation like a
lot of immigrants where he feels like
if you come to this country, you pay
this thing like the American dream
tax: like you're going to endure some
racism, and if it doesn't cost you
your life, well hey, you lucked out.
Pay it; there you go, Uncle Sam.
I was born here, so I actually had
the audacity of equality.

— Hasan Minhaj

"Where art and corporate interests meet…
just prepare to have your heart broken."

— Dave Chappelle
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Rebecca Nolda

Stephen Fehér

Gena Reilly

Art: MAY

Patricia Baron
Corky Baron
Rebecca Cohen
Stephen Fehér

EXHIBIT

May 4 - May 30
ARTISTS’ PUBLIC RECEPTION

Friday, May 17, 5 - 7 PM
10

Pat Harrison Lewis
Jensue Hawks
Barbara Hill
Rebecca Nolda
Reta Price
Gena Reilly
Beverly Tones
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By Bob Gajkowski
Placitas History Project
In 1528, during a desperate naval retreat from the
colony of “La Florida” (today’s state of Florida), four
men were cast ashore on islands off today’s coast of
Texas. These four — three Spanish noblemen and a
slave owned by one of them — became the sole survivors of the Spanish Navárez expedition to explore
the Florida peninsula. Once cast ashore, they began
an odyssey that would be recorded in history as an
eight-year trek across the unexplored ‘American
Southwest’ and northern Mexico.
The men — Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca, Alonzo
del Castillo Maldonado, Andrés Dorantes de Carranza
and Dorantes’s black slave Esteban — would be enslaved by native tribes they encountered and forced
to labor for their captors, but ultimately would be
welcomed and honored as medicine men within the
tribes. In 1536, they were able to make contact with

fellow Spaniards and were taken to Mexico City
where they were celebrated. Their stories of the
wealth of the northern native peoples they had encountered served to fire the imaginations of the city’s
populace.
In 1539, the Spanish Viceroy of Mexico City authorized Frey Marcos de Niza to travel north in
search of the reported wealth and the fabled “Seven
Cities of Gold.” Esteban accompanied Niza as guide.
Traveling ahead of the main party with a group of
Mexican Indians, Esteban reached a Zuni village in
present-day New Mexico where he was reportedly
killed.
This is the point at which historian/author Dennis
Herrick takes up the story in his latest book,
Esteban: The African Slave Who Explored America.
Following biographical information about Esteban,
details concerning the Navárez expedition’s disaster
at sea, and the incredible journey of the four explorers, Herrick puts forth his case for the demise — or
not — of Esteban at Zuni.

Images: 1) Mural in hometown of Azemmour, Morocco. Artist name illegible; 2) Cisneros, José. Cabeza de Vaca and His Three Companions on the Texas Coast.
Museum of South Texas History; 3) Approximate Map of Esteban’s route. blackhistoryheroes.com; 4) Artist unknown. Estevanico. The Granger Collection. New
York; 5) Artist unknown. Estavanico (Stephen the Moor). Wisconsin Muslim Journal, Feb 20, 2018; 6) Estevan, ed.2. 1974. Allyn and Bacon, Boston.
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Reading Recommendations by Susanne Domínguez
Devil in the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland
Boys, and the Dawn of a New America
By Gilbert King
In 1949, legendary Thurgood Marshall, who would became the first African American
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States in 1967, was working on the landmark Brown v. Board of Education case when he became involved in another case
that would also change the course of the civil rights movement. Leading the defense
could also result in his own murder, since constant death threats loomed over him
and his legal team.
The case involves a white, 17-year-old young woman in Florida, who claimed that
four young black men raped her. One of these “Groveland Boys” or “Groveland Four”
is murdered by a mob instigated by the Ku Klux Klan before the trial begins. Shocking events and legal battles
ensue. Although, unsurprisingly, the remaining three are convicted by an all-white jury, the U.S. Supreme Court
finally overrules convictions and death sentences. Despite this, officials decide to try them again!
This absolutely riveting story, which won the Pulitzer Prize for non-fiction, masterfully chronicles the horrifying court cases, the chilling racism in this Floridian community and justice system, and Marshall’s courage, brilliance, and determination. The author conducted extensive research about the case, including documentation
previously unavailable from the FBI and the NAACP's Legal Defense Fund files.
SS, Cont’d.
“I met a woman who
told me that she wasn't
attracted to Asians.
"No worries," I said. "I'm
not attracted to racists.”

― Simon Tam

Kim, Hee Sook. Paradise Between 1.
2016. Oil, acrylic, rhinestones on canvas.

Kim, Kyong Ae. Neither Flora nor Fauna 1.
2017. Hand cut triple layered Hanji (rice paper)
and acrylic on wood panel.

“We play into the definitions and stereotypes others impose on us
and accept the model-minority myth, thinking it's positive, but it's
a trap just like any stereotype. They put a piece of model-minority
cheese between the metal jaws of their mousetrap, but we're
lactose intolerant anyway! We can't even eat the cheese.”
― Eddie Huang, from Fresh Off the Boat: A Memoir
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“The irony of acquiring a
foreign tongue is that I have
amassed just enough cheap,
serviceable words to fuel
my desires and never, never
enough lavish, imprudent
ones to feed them.”

― Monique Truong
from The Book of Salt
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The Widows of Malabar Hill
By Sujata Massey
I particularly enjoyed the
cultural and legal aspects
of this historical novel
which takes place in Bombay in the 1920s. How various religions, such as Hindi,
Muslim, and Zoroastrian
interact is informative.
Again dear readers, please
keep in mind the historical context.
In the book, protagonist Perveen Mistry is India's first female solicitor. She is relegated to conducting only legal briefs and related tasks for her father's successful law firm. Being a woman, she is not
allowed to be a member of the bar and is hindered by
strict laws relating to her sex. Her father eventually
permits her to handle her first case because it deals

with three recent "secluded" widows of a wealthy
Muslim merchant. Since she is a woman, she can meet
face to face with the women, while it is forbidden in
Muslim culture for an unrelated man to do so. A murder occurs and Perveen proceeds to investigate and
solve the crime in order to insure justice is served and
the widows receive fair treatment.
The story is based on Cornelia Sorabji. Born in India
in 1866, she not only became a solicitor in Calcutta,
she was also the first woman to graduate from Bombay University, the first woman to study law at Oxford
University, and the first woman to practice law in both
India and Britain. She successfully campaigned to persuade India’s government "that women living in seclusion, purdahnashins, were suffering from lack of access
to legal representation."
SS, Cont’d.

Klimt, Gustav. The Three Ages of
Woman (detail). 1905. Oil. Galleria
Nazionale d’Arte Moderna, Rome.

To understand
the heart and
mind of a person, look not
at what he
has already
achieved,
but what he
aspires to.

La Alhambra, Granada, Spain.

Catlett-Mora, Elizabeth.
Mother and Child. 1993. Mahogany. The Studio Museum, Harlem.

— Khalil
Gibran
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Lee Kuan Yew: The Grand Master’s Insights on China,
the United States, and the World
By Graham Allison, Robert D. Blackwill, with Ali Wyne
Lee Kuan Yew, a brilliant visionary who died in 2015 at
age 90, was known as the
“Father of Modern Singapore.” Every Chinese leader
from Deng Xiaoping to Xi
Jinping, and every U.S. president from Richard Nixon
to Barack Obama, consulted with him. Obama said he
was "one of the legendary figures of Asia in the 20th
and 21st centuries. He is somebody who helped to
trigger the Asian economic miracle.” Considered one
of the greatest statesmen and global strategists of his
era, he was often controversial and did what he
thought was the right thing to do, despite criticism.
Under his leadership, he brought Singapore, an impoverished Third World country, to First World status in
one generation.
This text, originally published in 2013, is a collection of excerpts from his speeches and writings over
the five decades he spent in public service. It includes
his assessments of the futures of India, China, the U.S.,
and Islamic terrorism, among other topics. The authors also asked Lee specific questions concerning pressing issues the world faces in the 21st century.
While his policies were controversial, I appreciate
how Lee elucidated his rationale in achieving his goals
in a straightforward manner and offered unique perspectives in achieving his goals. Some examples:

"What has made the U.S. economy is its entrepreneurial culture...The U.S. is a frontier society."
Regarding Islamic Extremism:
"Only Muslims can win this struggle. Moderate, modernizing Muslims, political, religious, civic
leaders together have to make the case against
fundamentalism. But the strong developed countries can help. Modern modernizers must feel that
the U.S. and its allies will provide the resources,
energy, and support to make them winners. No
one wants to be on the losing side."

14

Kuniyoshi, Yasuo. Child Frightened By Water.
1924. Oil on canvas. Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC.

Regarding East and West competition:
"Westerners have abandoned an ethical basis
for society, believing that all problems are solvable
by a good government... In the East, we start with
self-reliance."
"There is no reason why Third World leaders
cannot succeed in achieving growth and development if they maintain social order, educate their
people, maintain peace with their neighbors, and
gain the confidence of investors by upholding the
rule of law."

"Women without
children are also
the best of mothers, often, with the
patience, interest,
and saving grace
that the constant
relationship with
children cannot
always sustain. I
come to crave
our talk and our
daughters gain
precious aunts.
Women who are
not mothering
their own children
have the clarity
and focus to see
deeply into the
character of
children webbed
by family. A child
is fortunate who
feels witnessed
as a person, outside relationships
with parents by
another adult."

— Louise Erdrich
from The Blue Jay's
Dance: A Birth Year
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